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Youâ€™ve redone your entire house with great furniture and unique interiors. Your room looks amazing
and attracts a lot of attention from your friends and neighbours. Envy is all around and you kind of
enjoy it. But since you have become this local star of sorts by owning a uniquely and tastefully done
up house how will you maintain this tradition? Soon people will get bored of talking about your
house and to drive this attention and accelerate it further you need to constantly innovate. So what
should you be redoing next?

The restrooms! Yes very important and often ignored part of our house, restroom holds a lot of
relevance when it comes to making or breaking the first impressions. A wet and stinking restroom is
what you need to completely bring down your impression. However trendy your entire house is if the
restroom doesnâ€™t radiate the same energy then your efforts go down the drain.

Thatâ€™s why you have compact grade laminates. These are laminates made by layering phenolic resin
impregnated kraft paper with melamine. Compact grade laminates come in single entity blocks that
can be used directly or customized according to shape. Compact grade laminates are mainly used
in modular restroom cubicles, restroom doors, partitions, lab furniture and paneling. Compact grade
laminates not just make your restroom sturdier but they also look great and hygienic.

While the base of your restroom furniture is formed by compact grade laminates, the aesthetic
approach comes from the use of textured laminates on the compact grade blocks. You can choose
from a range of  textured laminate available that come in various themes and styles. The other
advantage of using textured laminates in restroom is that these are of anti-water seepage quality
and hence promise high grade of hygiene in your restrooms. 

Another thing that you can do to make your restroom appear great is use counter tops. Counter tops
can be used around the basin and sink area. You can choose counter tops that come in select
shapes and sizes. These counter tops will save space in your restroom and give it a more neat a
tidy appearance.

So follow the advice and make your restrooms neat, tidy and unique.
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Smith - About Author:
Asiaâ€™s best laminates solutions provider, Greenlam offers variety of laminates like a compact grade
laminate, a textured laminate, a counter tops, wood laminate etc. etc. These laminates are highly
sustainable, creative and nature-friendly.
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